SPEAK UP MOVIE REVIEW
We rate movies on a 5-Point Scale: 0 = Worthless; 2 = Needs Work; 3 = Okay; 4 = Worthwhile; 5 = Good Movie
“Delivery Man” starring Vince Vaughn scores a “3”
This is a comedy that teens, young adults and adults should be able to handle and find interesting.
This should have been a “made for television” movie and is definitely not worth a trip to the theaters.
The topic issue does warrant public review, though I doubt if the family gathers around the television
tube to discuss it. The character David Wozniak (played by Vince Vaughn) took a reckless approach to
solving one problem and created 533 more. I know of a guy I group up with that has over 25 children
by more than a dozen women and the logistics alone are diabolical as far as the chance of these
children and their offspring inter mingling, thankfully most of them know each other. It wasn’t made
clear in the movie “Delivery Man” if the siblings all “knew” of each other and the danger of inbreeding
was never addressed and this was a critical opportunity to address a serious growing social issue. At
least the character David Wozniak did all of his baby making through a fertility clinic, opposed to men in
our society jumping from woman to woman creating offspring and deliberately neglecting them. There
is a touching moment in the movie when character David meets his son Ryan (played by Sebastien Rene). Other than
the Ryan moment this movie is plain and predictable. Wait for rental or cable to see the Delivery Man.
“Frozen” with the voices of Kristen Bell, Idina Menzel, Jonathan Groff and Josh Gad scores a “4”
This is an animated musical set in an enchanted kingdom suitable for all ages
I’ll start this review by saying that none of the trailers I had previewed indicated that this Disney fantasy
was a musical and I HATE musicals! The only musical that I do appreciate is the original Wizard of Oz
with Judy Garland, who was enchanting all on her own. I would have walked out on “Frozen” after the
first 15 minutes if not for trying to maintain my responsibility as a critic and to be a reliable source for
our readers. With that said this movie is a worthwhile “family” feature and has a surprisingly
suspenseful ending with a thrilling twist. Not a lot of laughs and the few delightful moments were
delivered by the character Olaf the enchanted snowman (with the voice of actor Josh Gad). Kristen
Bell had a remarkable role as the voice of Princess Anna. I went to a late showing so I did not see a lot
of children to be able to observe if the story held their attention. Stay away from this movie if musicals
annoy you and don’t waste your money on seeing it in 3D, blooming ice is not worth the special effects.
“Thor: The Dark World” starring Chris Hemsworth, Natalie Portman and Tom Hiddleston scores a “3”
This is a science-fiction action adventure movie with combat violence. Suitable for youth and adults
(Submitted by Dwight Lewis.) Last weekend I took my children to the Regal Cinemas at the Valley mall
to see “Thor: The Dark World”. We had a good time but I had mixed feelings about the movie. The plot
was a bit cliché, if not completely dialed in. Chris Hemsworth does a good job reprising his role as
Thor, and Tom Hiddleton, as with the first, delivers a gem of a performance as Loki but as I've already
mentioned, the story line was very generic. The movie is packed full of action and adventure as well as
surreal special effects, which makes it a must see for the younger generation (at least my children,
three girls ages 5, 6 and 8, kept their eyes on the screen including my son who is almost two years old).
So if you decide to take the family you will undoubtedly get your money's worth (keeping their attention).
And bear in mind that with all the awesome special effects this is an excellent movies to see in 3D. But
some adult viewers may find a lot of the story line both dull and cliché. And for all of the hard core
marvel fans whom are seeing this solely for the purpose of completing the franchise anthology, you may be left wanting.
As with every movie in the Marvel franchise you would do well to stay past the credits to catch a sneak peak at the next
Avenger movie coming down the pike (spoiler alert: The Collector). I would suggest perhaps waiting for DVD/Blueray
release to see Thor 2 as tough as that might sound. All and all, I would have given "Thor: The Dark World” a rating score
of 4 because of its merit as a family movie, but the marvel (comic) fan in me can't excuse the lackluster story line so I can’t
give it anything more than the okay rating score of “3”.

“Tyler Perry’s A Madea Christmas” starring Tyler Perry, Larry the Cable Guy, Takia Sumpter and Anna Maria
Horsford scores a “5”
This is an adult comedy that uses “bawdy” humor to deal with racism, religion and economics issues that may make some
people uncomfortable. Young adults and adults should be able to handle this movie
What do you get when you mix redneck humor with ghetto style comedy? You get Larry the Cable Guy
and Madea (Tyler Perry) in one of the funniest movies of the holiday season. While major critics are
spitting out low review ratings for “A Madea Christmas”, they will not deny that this is a funny movie. So
don’t get misled by the reviews of writers who wish to avoid matters of religion, culture and a “poor”
economy. Tyler Perry takes real issues, candy coats them with comedy and adds a veiled message of
hope. There are some shameless commercial advertising laced into this story and I feel it was done in
satire to exploit the unusual characters that joined the Tyler Perry talent squad to make this movie
hilarious. The backdrop of this movie is the “deep” South, but the situations that the movie characters
deal with are part of a national struggle that others may relate to. Madea fans will not be disappointed
and Larry the Cable Guy followers should be delighted with this show. And by all means folks, spend a couple of dollars
and see this movie at the theaters and not on “bootleg” as some are bragging about on Facebook.
“The Hunger Games: Catching Fire” starring Jennifer Lawrence and Josh Hutcherson scores a “4.5”
This is a science-fiction adventure that has violence without the gore and should be suitable for teens, young adults and
adult audiences.
This is a well written sequel and having seen the first one, perhaps I need to read the books these movies
are based on because the opening of Catching Fire adds to the storyboard segments making me wonder
if I slept during the initial movie in this saga. And no, I did not sleep during the first movie. Catching Fire
screen writers used their artistic license to segue the two stories together referring to stuff that never
occurred in the first movie. New characters are introduced as past Hunger Game victors. These former
champions are destined to meet the reigning game darlings, Katniss Everdeen (Jennifer Lawrence) and
Peeta Mellark (Josh Hutcherson). Woody Harrison’s character Haymitch, the drunken mentor, is back in
full swing as well as a few other old faces like the dashing announcer Caesar Flickerman played by
Stanley Tucci and Cinna the wardrobe genius (played by musician/singer Lenny Kravitz). Other former
characters like Marvel (actor Jack Quaid) are blended in with new appearing characters like the provocative Johanna
Mason played by actress Jena Malone. The story heightens its concerns to the social injustice against the districts
brought on by the capitol government led by President Snow (actor Donald Sutherland). The movie handles the portrayal
of violence much like the style of the Twilight sagas. Action battle scenes are done without gory bloodshed and gruesome
images. It does lack, in my opinion, enough action battle scenes. But I’m a guy that likes on screen fights like the battle
scene in Twilight Breaking Dawn 2, which was so great a movie I watched it at the theaters twice, with one in 3D and it
was worth it! You won’t get that type of action in Catching Fire. The romance in this "Hunger Games" follow up is
amazingly light, so the macho viewers should know this is not a "chick flick". The movie is very entertaining and kept me
interested for the 2 ½ hours. The ending does open the door for the next movie in this saga. And don’t wait around to
after the credits finish because there is no revealing short movie clip for the next story. It is a very worthwhile movie but I
wish I would have just read the book and perhaps caught this on rental.
“Best Man Holiday” starring Morris Chestnut, Taye Diggs, Terrence Howard and Harold Perrineau scores a “3”
This is an adult drama with adult themes, strong language and tragic circumstances. Young adults and adults should be
able to handle this movie.
Apparently writer/director Malcolm D. Lee wants to win the “Tear Jerker Movie of the Year” award with
this “grown folks” drama that is laced with emotional stirring segments. I really struggled giving Best
Man Holiday a “3” due to the adult content robbing younger viewers a chance to reflect on the topic
themes without being defiled. The movie centers on how one of the main characters wrestles with
forgiveness and compartmentalized spirituality. The story takes over where The Best Man movie left
them four years ago. Lance (played by Chestnut) is still holding a grudge against best friend Harper
(played by Diggs, who lampooned Lance's wife, Mia (played by Monica Calhoun) prior to their nuptials.
Mia seduced Harper in a vengeance match brought on by the football star Lance’s sexual
indiscretions. While this movie portrays blacks as upwardly mobile and successful, it is layered with
Jerry Springer Show type social dramas that in my opinion binds us to the ghetto drama we should not
give a limelight. I don’t recommend men to be captive of this drama unless you want to watch a movie with a bunch of
men crying on screen and men crying in the theater. Call me cold hearted, but dang it, someone has to be strong. For the
emotionally charged, this may be the best movie you’ll see this year and for those with a conservative standard, wait for
the televised censored version. This ain’t no Tyler Perry movie!

“Ender’s Game” starring Asa Butterfield and Harrison Ford scores a “4”
This movie is a science-fiction drama adventure with combat violence featuring a young teen character selected for
intergalactic battle training to fight against an alien insect species that is believed to be a threat to Earth's survival. This
movie should be suitable for teen-aged and up.
I’ll start the review by stating, “You do not need to see this in 3D”. I was initially upset that I did not get
a chance to see this movie on the Big D screen at Carmike Cinemas in Winchester, Virginia. Carmike’s
is unlike the IMAX movie house in Frederick, Maryland’s Westview shopping plaza. Carmike only runs
a feature movie on their Big D screen for about a week. And that may be due to only having one Big D
screen. Westview theaters have at least two IMAX screens, so they can run the feature movies for a
longer period in IMAX. I have yet to compare the Big D screen to the IMAX. Also, the IMAX movies in
Frederick has no matinee price; Carmike Cinemas does offer a matinee discount price for their Big D
shows. Nevertheless, “Ender’s Game” may have only had a total of 30 minutes of movie scenes that I
felt were worthy for three dimensional. And I don’t write that to take away from a well produced movie,
which is based on one the books from the Ender’s Game series written by Orson Scott Card. Our
three-man review team was joined by Bill Ballweber, a Naval Academy graduate, who had read Card’s book. Ballweber’s
naval academy experience was a contribution confirming the movie’s authenticity to the naval training process. Bill also
reported that the movie was true to the book. For me, not reading the book allowed me to enjoy an ending that I did not
expect. One of our other review team members said he had the story ending figured out and I doubt that. This was a
very clever story. Andrew “Ender” Wiggins (the character played by Butterfield) was manipulated into being a Manchurian
Candidate by Colonel Graff (played by Ford). A few emotions where stirred in me by the position of power the story
rendered the planet’s military, along with the isolation and animosity the Ender Wiggins character experienced during his
military training. The balance between episodes of action and a dramatic storyboard does render this an “actionadventure” story for viewers of that genre. And a message to the special effects buffs, “You’re not going to see anyone
battling face to face with the enemy. You’re not even going to see the enemy soldiers”. This story is all about how Ender
plays the game and it is a movie worthy of seeing. I took points away from the review score because Hollywood pushed a
“3D” aspect of the movie. Hope you enjoy the show and don't mind the crass advertising plug the movie allowed Audi
automobile makers for the concept car portrayed in this flick, plus they appeared to have stolen a little bit of their tale from
the Independence Day movie with Will Smith.
“Free Birds” starring with the voices of Owen Wilson, Amy Poehler and Woody Harrelson scores a “2”
This is an animated action adventure comedy
I often include in the description banner above: the movie name; the name of the actors; the
performance score; the genre and the target audience. I could not include a target audience for Free
Birds. While it may be animated with fantasy characterization, the storyboard and humor of this movie
comes off a bit over the heads of young viewers. How can I make such a claim? I took a four year-old
sidekick with me who made it through the entire movie without falling asleep or demanding a toilet
break. I was clever enough to take him by the restroom before visiting the snack bar for his combo
deal. The future movie reviewer kept his eyes on the screen the whole time and only spoke with a
whisper during the show. I did explain to him to use a “whispering voice” in a movie theater because he
was quite audible during the previews, which were more interesting than the featured movie. The
actors of Free Bird were good and helped the movie receive a score of "2" from us. Owen Wilson’s
voice fit his character Reggie the turkey, Saturday Night Live favorite Amy Poehler helped to make the “boy meets girl” (or
turkey meets turkeyette) scene come together in her role as the voice for Jenny the turkey and Woody Harrelson’s voice
contribution did shine as Jake the turkey. The problem was the story was flat with fluctuations of laughable moments.
And to be honest, I grade animated family cinemas by a gold standard family movie “Despicable Me 2”. Following the
movie I simply asked the youngster with me, “What was the movie about”, and he responded like a kid being hit with a
pop quiz, “Um, ah…, I don’t know”, as though avoiding giving a wrong answer. So I rephrased the question, “Was the
movie about turkeys or chickens?” and he gleefully responded, “Turkeys!” I went on to ask him if he planned to eat turkey
for Thanksgiving and he replied “Yes”, and that he loved eating turkey on Thanksgiving and he wanted to know when
Thanksgiving Day would arrival. I said to him, “The turkeys don’t want you to eat them on Thanksgiving”, and he replied,
“I love turkey” and I don’t believe he meant as a pet. So the message of Free Birds failed to reach at least one viewer. I
don’t feel this movie is worth a trip to the theaters for anyone and when it is available for rental let’s hope your children
find it interesting like my young movie companion and hopefully your children will get the movie's message.

“Last Vegas” starring Robert De Niro, Michael Douglas, Morgan Freeman and Kevin Kline scores a “3.5”
This is a comedy dealing with real-life issues. This movie should be suitable for teen, young adult and adult viewers.
Some movie critics are referring to Last Vegas as the geriatric version of the movie Hangover, but here
is the difference. Hangover was bizarre and belligerent. The four all-star actors in Last Vegas deliver a
good story without fouled mouth dialogue and nudity. I feel that the De Niro, Douglas, Freeman and
Kline may have been acting out their own lives in the characters of lifelong friends: Paddy, Billy, Archie
and Sam. The non-stop comedy is blended with touching romance and the role of Billy, played by
Michael Douglas, may give a stir in his on-again-off-again marriage with Catherine Zeta-Jones. If the
storyboard for Last Vegas would have dropped the “marriage gathering in Vegas bit” and went with a
“road trip to Tijuana for a terminally ill comrade who later had a false diagnosis”, it may have escaped
the “Hanger” movie stigma. So I restrained my score, however this comedy with the romantic twist could
have easily been a 4 or 5 star movie if it would have avoided the similarity to the movie Hangover.
“Jack Ass Presents: Bad Grandpa” starring Johnny Knoxville and Jackson Nicoll scores a “4”
This is a hidden camera documentary of lewd behavior and bizarre jokes played out on unsuspecting by-standers.
It contains vulgar behavior, profanity and damaging nudity. Not recommended for all adults.
I don’t know what was worse about this movie, Johnny Knoxville’s character, grandpa Irving Zisman’s
behavior or me laughing at it. Knoxville is a comedic genius as he does his Jack Ass routines
disguised as balding gray-haired senior on a mission to “unload” his prison bound daughter’s son to
the boy’s sleazy dad. Knoxville’s undercover performance is so convincing that he has hardcore bikers
in tears of sorrow over his grandson’s dilemma. Had this been a true story one would definitely be
compelled to turn Bad Grandpa in for contributing to the delinquency of a minor. The Jack Ass crew
has outdone themselves with this physical comedy filled with daring public stunts that will have you
laughing in tears and possibly bursting sprays of soda from your mouth if called off guard by the punch
lines. If any part of this movie is “life imitating art” then life’s a blip. The scenes of the two are driving
across the country were a bit boring and gratuitous but the stunts make up for the boring ride scenes.
Young actor Jackson Nicoll is also convincing and hilarious though he hasn’t starred in very many movies. I give you this
warning, you have to have a Jack Ass appetite to appreciate this movie and if you do, you will be entertained. And shame
on you. Lol.
“Escape Plan” starring Arnold Schwarzenegger and Sylvester Stallone scores a “3”
This is an Action-adventure movie with combat violence, homicidal scenes and mild profanity. Teens, young adults and
adults should be able to handle this movie.
Even with blockbuster stars this movie is no block buster however it is very suspenseful and
intriguing. I am beginning to think these two fading action heroes just refuse to give up the fight…
literally. You may be surprised in the type of prison this pairs characters finds themselves stuck in,
yet it is a very believable situation. This movie should have been a made for television or at least
made for rental where it will be a worthwhile investment. Just don’t run out to the theaters to see this
one. What the heck are these two going to do in another five years? They need to follow Clint
Eastwood’s lead and start producing/directing their own movies like "Grand Torino", where they can
cast themselves into believable and possibly suitable roles. Stallone and Schwarzenegger are still
my heroes, but I don’t think I am going to chance another trip to the theaters to see them in anymore
action flicks.

“Machete Kills” starring Danny Trejo and a host of Top Stars scores a “4”
This is an Action-adventure story with combat violence, homicidal scenes, sexual references and a whole lot of foul
language. Young adults and adults should be able to handle this movie.
This movie is thrilling, sexy and hilarious! To quote the movie’s President Rathcock (played by Charlie
Sheen a.k.a Carlos Estevez) “Machete, your not a humanitarian, Machete kills!” Thanks to the
creativity of (director, writer, producer) Robert Rodriguez, they’ve created some unique ways to kill in
this exploitation film. Given a mission to stop the destruction of the capital of the United States,
Machete (played by Danny Trejo) faces a challenge to also save the world. He does get a little help
from a few girlfriends that include Cereza (played by Venesa Hudgens) and Luz (played by Michelle
Rodriguez), who seem to befall tragic circumstances as they take on villains that include Desdemona
with the machine gun bra (played by Sofia Vargara), psycho arms dealer Luther Voz (played by Mel
Gibson) and El Camaleon with four identities (Walton Googins, Cuba Gooding Jr, Antonio Banderas
and Lady Gaga). The movie is in retro format, fast moving and funny enough to keep you in stitches as
intended, because it is an “exploitation” of reality. Trejo is a star in other action flicks including “Bad Ass” which he starred
along side of Charles Dutton and Ron Perlman and he was the knife welding assassin Navajas (which is Spanish for
“knives”) in the movie “Desperado”. He even did a little stint in "Sons of Anarchy" with movie buddy Perlman. Trejo is also
a real-life tough guy. At an amazing age of 69, Danny Trejo gets enough respect from me that I would never try to take
him own. And rightfully deserved respect, Danny was a champion boxer when he was in prison back in the 60’s.
“Machete Kills” is brilliantly entertaining and could have done without the profanity (that’s why I can’t score it any higher
than a four). While there is no nudity in this movie, there is a host of scantly clothed divas running about and a few
questionable scenes with bizarre sexual references. And it’s not all eye candy for the men, ladies you may find hard body
Machete appealing, at least I hope my body looks to be in that great a shape as Danny Trejo appears when I’m 70 years
old.
“Cloudy With A Chance of Meatballs 2” starring Bill Hader, Anna Faris and Will Forte scores a 2.5”
This is an animated sequel fantasy that is suitable for all audiences
Much like the first in this sequel, Cloudy 2 is interesting introducing some very cleverly devised foodanimal hybrids. Characters like the Shrimpanzees, Watermelephants, Potatopotumus and Butterfrogs
along with the dreaded Cheeseburger Spiders should hold the interest of younger children. Adults on
the other hand are going to experience a pretty “flat” story. But it’s only an hour and a half, so if you
see it in 3D it may help keep your attention.

“Gravity” starring Sandra Bullock and George Clooney scores a “5”
This is a thrilling science-fiction drama suitable for an audience of teens, young adults and adults
This is a movie that you don’t want anyone to tell you about, it’s a must see! I was a bit skeptical
thinking that the story was going to be another “stranded character” movie like Cast Away. No, this
movie is thrilling and will keep you on the edge of your seat. I may even go back and see it in 3-D as
the art and special effects were so impressive in regular digital. Keep your eye out for the tear drop.
Actress Sandra Bullock plays the role of medical engineer Ryan Stone with such character that I have
to say this is going to be one of the best movies of the year. George Clooney (playing astronaut Matt
Kowaski) greatly compliments this "space mission gone wrong" story that will keep you on pins and
needles as the characters take on unimaginable circumstances in dilemmas that will make you
question your own humanity. I don’t know if it was budget or intentional, but you will only see two
actors in this movie along with the voice of Ed Harris (mission control). And best of all writer/director
Alfonso Cuaron along with co-director Jonas Cuaron, put this wonderful story together in a 90 minute feature. My readers
know by now, nothing irks me more than this pattern of 180 minute or 3 hour ordeals being passed off as movies. I hope
you enjoy it as well as I did along with a nearly full movie house on $5 Tuesday Movie Night at the Regal theater in
Hagerstown’s Valley Mall.

“Prisoner” starring Hugh Jackman and Jake Gyllenhaal scores a “3.5”
This movie is a crime-thriller with mild gore and themes of devastating violence. Teens, young adults and adults should
be able to handle this movie
If I had to use one word to describe this movie it would be “disturbing”. Chilling and suspenseful would
be the other adjectives to sum up the description of this tale that was well played out by Jackman
(playing Keller Dover, the father of one of the victims). The storyboard was ridiculously way too long
(over two and a half hours), which created “nap gaps” and losing a higher rating from me. The “who
did it” reveal, will surprise you, but be prepared for a “Hitchcock” ending. Jake Gyllenhaal is at his best
playing Detective Loki, who given the chance to solve the case would have eliminated the chaos that
sucked victim parents Franklin and Nancy Birch (played by Terrence Howard and Viola Davis). I
almost want to say that people with young children may want to avoid this movie; however it may
serve as a reminder to be vigilant and watchful considering the safety of children in your care.
Disturbing as it is, there are some things I would like to tell you but will have to see it for yourself.
“The Family” starring Robert De Niro, Michelle Pfeiffer, Dianna Agron and John D’Leo scores a “3”
This is an action-crime comedy with violence and lots of profanity. Young adult and adult viewers should be able to handle
this movie.
This movie is basically “Goodfellas in Witness Protection”. In fact, they even used and referred to the
“Goodfellas” movie in this movie. The movie does have an okay storyboard, however I think it’s nothing
more than a “good” rental for those with an interest in Mafia type movies. The comedy in the movie is a
bit sinister and you would have to be somewhat of a “sociopath” to laugh even it is funny. This movie
as they say on Fandango is “So-so”.

“Riddick – Rule the Dark” starring Vin Diesel, Jordi Molla, Matt Nable and Katee Sackhoff scores a “3”
This is a science-fiction, action adventure story with combat violence, gore and they managed to expose a few naked
breast and made use of some worthless vulgar dialogue. However teens, young adults and adult viewers should be able
to handle this movie.
Rule the Dark is not as good as “Pitch Black” and it is not as interesting as “Chronicles" (the other
movies in the Riddick series), in fact the title is a bit misleading. There was not a lot going on in the
dark, more like shadowy combat. The first half hour of the movie is boring (thus the low score), but
when the action kicks in, it is pretty entertaining. RTD picks up where Chronicles left off and then ties in
the storyboard from Pitch Black, which I think slowed down the take off of this movie. Also they wasted
the character Dhal (played by Katee Sackhoff). Sackhoff has some excellent Sci-Fi background from
the TV series “Battlestar Galactica” yet she’s basically used as eye candy in this story, maybe showing
more candy than needed, however they did let her character unleash a little fury. This movie is going to
make a good rental, which you can fast forward the movie’s beginning and then rewind the awesome
action scenes.
“Getaway” starring Ethan Hawke and Selena Gomez scores a “1”
This is an action adventure movie with mild profanity and vehicle mayhem. Teens, young adults and adult viewers should
be able to handle this movie, if they can stay awake.
“Getaway” is a disappointment to car chase movies and I gave it a score of “1” is in respect to the stunt
people who risked their lives for a lousy movie. The ending was the best part of the movie because of
the surprising “who done it”. There was no dialogue in this movie, even though Selena Gomez (playing
the “Kid”) stretched herself to make use of wasted time. Perhaps the director and writers of “Getaway”
could take some tips from the “Fast & Furious” franchise on how fast cars can be used to captivate an
audience plus entertain. Don’t even waste your time and money on this movie when it makes it to rental,
which will probably be by Thanksgiving, by then the stink should have worn off. Thank goodness for
Regal Theatres $5 Tuesday movie nights and a free popcorn, which softened the blow for my loss of
time on “Getaway”. My apology to our readers who did not get this review in time to be warned.

“The World’s End” starring Simon Pegg, Paddy Considine, Eddie Marsan, Martin Freeman and Rosamund Pike
scores a “4”
This is a science-fiction comedy with adult humor and displays of debauchery. Young adult and adult viewers should be
able to handle this movie.
“The World’s End” is a fresh approach to the “alien evasion” movies. British acting may not express all
of the emotion, but the timing of the jokes in World’s End are right on and funny. Gary King (played by
Simon Pegg) and his companions abandoned a pub crawl 20 years ago and he is determined to finish it
even if it kills him, or his friends and driven hilarious stupidity, King takes on one of Earth’s greatest
unknown challenges. Trek fans should recall Simon Pegg from his roll as Scotty in the 2009 and 2013
Star Trek movies and he brought comic relief to that character as well. This movie is stupid funny, with
a bid of adult banter plus the alien element is quite clever and worth seeing.

“You’re Next” starring Sharni Vinson, AJ Bowen, Nicholas Tucci and Barbara Crampton scores a “3.5”
This is a thrilling home invasion movie with disturbing violence and homicide. Teens, Young Adults and Adults should be
able to handle this movie.
Rated as a horror movie, “You’re Next” set on the shelf since 2011. Maybe because this story is more
about greed and betrayal. Saying anything more will give away the plot. Masked predators meet their
match when a house guest takes an unlikely stand against a diabolical attack. Sharni Vinson (playing
Erin) draws from some childhood skills to overtake a brutal evil conspiracy. Vinson’s character will make
you cheer her on. I was reserved about listing some of the other actors because the villains are killing
people off in every scene until the tables turn. This is a bit different from most “slasher” movies with
hopeless victims (short of the remake of Evil Dead). Erin is one tuff girl and refuses to be anybody’s
victim! This movie will make a “good” weekend rainy day rental when you want non-stop thrills with a
surprising twist and a chilling turn of events.
“Kick – Ass 2” starring Aaron Taylor Johnson and Chloe Grace Moretz scores a “2”
This is a foul-mouthed action adventure movie that I would not recommend to anyone.
I am ashamed to say I saw this movie which does a disservice to real life action heroes and comic book characters.
The only reason this movie received a “2” from me and not a zero was the fact that Chloe Grace Moretz (playing Hit Girl)
is a talented actor, plus the special effects, fights scenes and graphics are good. However this movie was so stuck on
being belligerent that it became distasteful. Example: the villain’s name is the Mother F***er, need I write more? This
movie may appeal to rebellious teens and immature people who take pleasure in extreme profanity. “Kick-Ass 2 is a
waste of talent, time and money. I am so glad that I never saw the beginning of the sequel.
“The Butler” starring Forest Whitaker, Oprah Winfrey and David Oyelowo scores a “5”
This movie is based on historical events blended with an actual reflection of a man’s life. The story contains scenes of
violence which include brutality, murder and crimes against humanity. Sometimes the past is a hard thing to grasp from a
book so this story could be useful to youth and adults viewers.
“Lee Daniels’ The Butler” will certainly be viewed by some as a historical account of the impact of the
civil rights movement; however this movie recounting the circumstances and events that occurred during
the life of White House butler, Eugene Allen, may one of the greatest stories about the strength and
endurance of the human spirit. This movie is cast with an assortment of major stars that include: Mariah
Carey, Vanessa Redgrave, Clarence Williams III, Robin Williams, Terrance Howard, Cuba Gooding Jr.,
James Marsden, Jane Fonda and John Cusack. The performance of these actors took me through a
series of emotions (Anger, Shame, Mistrust, Pity, Pain and Joy). And best of all the character Cecil
Gaines (played by Forest Whitaker) emerges with humanity, integrity and victory. Eugene Allen’s life
was merely an inspiration for the Cecil Gaines character. Allen was a plantation house boy but there is
no evidence his parents endured what is portrayed in the movie. The rest of the story is like Forrest Gump flashbacks of
the truth. So, whether or not this story is nothing more than a “Willie Lynch” urban legend, it does give spectators a
glimpse into an issue that is still worthy of a conversation.

“We’re the Millers” starring Jennifer Aniston, Jason Sudeikis, Emma Roberts and Will Poulter scores a “5”
This is an adult comedy with adult humor, adult situations, some profanity, brief nudity and it is intended for a mature
audience.
Let me start by stating, “This is not a family movie and it is not intended for children”. It is not a "stoner
movie" even though the plot of this movie is centered on a career “pot” dealer turned smuggler. The
story is actually a captivating comedy with a useful ending and this is one of the funniest movies of the
summer. This story also has the best matched cast for the entertainment it dishes out. It exceeds
hilarious and does so without a lot of profanity, though it does depict some bizarre circumstances that
can make you laugh out loud. Jennifer Aniston (playing fake wife Rose O’Rielly) is one of the best
looking 44 year olds you will probably see on the big screen and she shows it off without being raunchy.
Drug dealer David Clark (played by Sudeikis) gets more than he bargained for after putting together a
fake “All American” family to help smuggle “enough weed to kill Willie Nelson” across the border and the
laughs are non-stop from there. A plus side to this movie is, not once did they depict anyone smoking dope. Nice move
Hollywood. One of our critics says he intends to buy a copy the movie when it goes on sale just so he can sit and get
some more laughs. So if you need a "good" laugh, “We're the Millers” may help.
“Elysium” starring Matt Damon, Sharlto Delecourt and Jodie Foster scores a “3”
This is a science fiction movie with combat violence, brief gore and disturbing political issues. Should be
okay for teens, young adults and adults
According to Wikepedia, Elysium or the Elysian Fields is a concept from Greek Mythology about an
afterlife separate from the realm of Hades, admission to the Elysian Fields was initially reserved for
mortals related to the gods and other heroes. Later, it expanded to include those chosen by the gods, the
righteous, and the heroic, where they would remain after death, to live a blessed and happy life, and
indulging in whatever they had enjoyed in life.
Elysium the movie is about such a society where the wealthy aristocrats fled a polluted and decaying Earth to live in a
utopia built in outer space reserved only for “citizens” of Elysium, therefore classifying the inhabitants of Earth, “illegal”
The “illegals” are not allowed on Elysium and are condemned to the ruins of Earth also being denied the medical healing
wonders reserved for the citizens of Elysium. Prepare yourself because this movie is a “not so subtle” political story about
healthcare and immigration. You would think the future could escape or resolve these dilemmas as other science fiction
movies like the Star Trek genre which eliminated hunger and disease, but not the Elysium story.
The action and special effects are good when you can understand them. Jodie Foster (playing Secretary of Defense
Delecourt) used an accent that just plain makes her character “fake”. Horrible, horrible, horrible! The movie has ongoing
periods with subtitles when characters are speaking foreign languages. The evil mercenary Kruger (played by Sharlto
Copley, who is from South, Africa), has a thick hard to understand accent. I bet even Matt Damon (playing Max DeCosta)
can’t understand Copley. It’s clear by the end of the story that this is a “message movie” which is staged in a futuristic
California dealing with issues of immigration, dual languages and access to healthcare. Not much different from the
present. This movie could be used as a field trip for a high school Contemporary Issues class, other than that, just wait
for Elysium on rental.
“Two Guns” starring Denzel Washington, Mark Wahlberg, Bill Paxton and James Edward Olmos scores a “4.5”
This is an action-adventure crime drama with gun violence and profane language. There is also a brief sexual situation.
This movie should be suitable for young adults and adults.
Washington and Wahlberg mix it up really good in this bizarre crime drama that is probably not going to
be well received by the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency and the U.S. Department of the Navy. We can
only hope the depiction of these government groups are no where near the truth. After watching this
movie it is going to be hard to determine “who are the good guys”. Action and crime movie buffs should
appreciate this fresh story with a diabolical twist.
And what is it with Bill Paxton (playing CIA operative Earl) and his streak of “bad guy” movie roles (Two
Guns and The Colony)? However, Paxton does plays a really “good” bad guy. James Olmos (playing
drug lord Papi Greco) is on the other side of the law compared to his role in the original Miami Vice
television series of the 80’s.

“Pacific Rim” starring Charlie Hunnam, Idris Elba and Rinko Kikuchi scores a “4”
This is a science-fiction action/adventure movie which may be suitable for teens, young adults and adults. It contains
combat violence and mayhem.
Pacific Rim is actually a “fresh” take on alien-invasion movies using an interesting spin to describe the
presence of the invading menace. Plus the movie makers spared no expense to give spectacular visual
effects. I feared that this movie was going to be a rip-off from Voltron Force, an 80’s cartoon about robot
lion pilots clamping together to form a mega robot called Voltron, who fought Godzilla-sized creatures
attacking the universe. Pacific Rim robots are actually more of the robot concept from the movie “Real
Steel” except they require tandem operators inside of the robot, instead of remote control.
The Jaegar” (hunter) robots face an overwhelming invasion of extradimensional “Kaijus (beast) which are
so devastating in their attack, humans panic and build of a super barrier wall after losing faith in their own
th
robot defense league. Nevertheless, General Pentecost (played by Idris Elba) throws an 11 hour
strategy together in an attempt to save the world. Charlie Hunnam (playing Raleigh Becket) trades in his Sons of Anarchy
leather to be in the colossal robot battle force. This movie gets some fitting comic relief from character “Hannibal Chau”
played by Ron Perlman (Hell Boy) who salvages the leftover Kaijus remains to sell on the black market, he even sells their
dung. If you go to see this you may recall a similarity in the alien “mind meld” that is so close to the movie “Independence
Day” (Will Smith) I believe they used the script line by line. Any way it worked and Pacific Rim should be worth the trip.
“Wolverine” starring scores a “3”
This is a science-fiction action movie with combat violence and may be suitable for teens, young adults and adults
This movie from the X-Men franchise should have been made for DVD/Blue Ray, however they probably
wanted to filled the theatres that are showing it in 3D, which would have really be a waste to see. The
action was good when they were in “action” but there were enough dull moments that I went for refills a
couple of times and a bathroom break. Japanese models Rila Fukushmia (playing Yukio) and Tao
Okamoto (playing Mariko Yamanouci) did contribute flairs of martial arts talent in various combat scenes.
Will Yun Lee (playing Harada) was a bit dull in his role as a Black Ninja defender of the House of
Yashida. I can’t tell you too much more of the storyboard without ruining the plot and ending, but please
hang around for the finishing segue to the next X-Men movie, which of course was shown after the initial
credits ran. I may have to yield to the opinion of our movie critic Jay Williams’s who said, “they can’t
make any original movies (ideas) anymore”. Stay at home and wait for “Wolverine” on DVD or Blue Ray if you can.
“The Colony” starring Laurence Fishburne, Bill Paxton and Kevin Zegers scores a “3”
This movie is a science-fiction, action thriller which may be suitable for teens, young adults and adults.
First you should know that this movie is running right now through Pay Per View and it has a hefty price
of $9 to view. However it may be available for rental in September 2013. So for now the viewing choice
is limited. The story is set in a post apocalypse background where manipulation of the weather led to a
catastrophic ice age leaving resources limited and fading right along with the survivors’ humanity. The
life-threatening elements drove surviving humans below ground to live in colonies emerging only to
traverse between colonies or to banish those whose health threatens the colony. Bill Paxton (playing
former military soldier Mason) is portraying a trigger happy jerk. And Canadian actress Charlotte
Sullivan’s character Kia, had some potential but the writers didn’t do much with her part after she was
promoted by colony leader Briggs (played by Laurence Fishburne). If you’re interested in seeing what
savage weather and savage behavior can do to an isolated group of people you may want to check it out. This movie was
a stone’s throw away from being tagged a “B” movie but it had our review team in a “shoulda, coulda, woulda” discussion.
And honestly, I think it stole a little bit from “I Am Legend” (Will Smith) and the new “World War Z” (Brad Pitt). “The
Colony” lacks the special effects of “Legend” and “WWZ”, even though Colony was filmed at a great location; the old
NORAD base in North Bay, Ontario Canada.

“Grown Ups 2” starring Adam Sandler, Salma Hayek, Chris Rock, David Spade and Kevin James scores a “4.5”
This is an extremely hilarious comedy laced with “bawdy” humor and should be okay for an audience of teens, young
adults and adults.
This sequel may be funnier than the first as the quartet of high school chums journey back into past
inflictions and are faced setting them right. And you should get a kick out of a profession wrestling
legend who adds a nice challenge to the dilemma of these “grown ups”. Some may not agree with me
but Adam Sandler (playing Lenny Feder) is a comical genius, even though I admit he missed the mark in
the movie “Jack & Jill”. All I can say about that is, “Adam stay out of a dress, it didn’t work for you dude”.
Sandler, Chris Rock, David Spade and Kevin James are basically acting out how most of us behave or
how we wish we could behave. Salma Hayek (playing Lenny Feder’s wife Roxanne Chase-Feder) is as
funny as she is gorgeous. Thicken your skin, because these guys could use some sensitivity training.
“Red 2” starring John Malkovich, Bruce Willis and Mary-Louise Parker scores a “3.5”
This is an action-adventure movie loaded with humor and should be suitable for teens, young adults and adults
The all-star cast that includes the talents of Helen Mirren, Catherine Zeta-Jones, Anthony Hopkins and
Byung-hun Lee would not have been complete without the contribution of Neal McDonough (playing CIA
Special Operative Jack Horton). “Red 2 “takes our characters to the Moscow Kremlin in a zig-zag hunt
for a unique ”weapon of mass destruction” and leading them to team up with an apparently bizarre
weapons engineer, Dr. Bailey (played by Anthony Hopkins). The movie is a little drawn out but the
comical moments hopefully will carry you through. The character played by Bruce Willis has a better
performance in “Red 2” than his last Moscow based movie, “A Good Day to Die Hard”. “Red 2” will be a
good DVD rental if you want to wait.
“White House Down” starring Jamie Foxx, Channing Tatum and Joey King scores a “4.5”
This is an action adventure movie with combat violence, terrorist portrayal, homicidal activities and profanity. This movie
may be suitable for teens, young adults and adults.
This movie should not be compared to “Olympus Has Fallen” (another movie portraying an attack on the
White House). I will say that writers of White House Down’s depiction of invading secured Federal
facilities are as far fetched as Olympus Has Fallen. I don’t write this to ruin the plot, but I can’t stand by
and have people who do wish to visit the nation’s capital fear that something like this could happen the
way it does in these two movies. No one working or visiting a secured Federal building will carry
anything into those buildings without it and themselves being thoroughly examined, maybe with the
exception of the POTUS or FLOTUS (look it up if you don’t know what those acronyms mean). I cannot
say much more about the story without blowing the movie for you, I can tell you that White House Down
is a very good action drama with great suspense and thrills. The cast delivers. And little Ms. Joey King
(portraying Emily Cale) is not the fragile ceramic character she played in Oz the Great and Powerful. King will make you
cheer for the good guys. Speaking of good guys, Foxx and Tatum are a good match in this one. James Woods fans will
not be disappointed in the part he takes on. Nothing slow about this movie, so don’t leave your seat it’s a “blast”!
“Despicable Me 2” starring the voices of Steve Carell, Kristen Wiig and Benjamin Bratt scores a “5”
This is an animated movie for all audiences.
Be prepared to see one of the best entertaining family movies of the year. I never saw the first part of
this sequel, however I think I will. This movie is so well laid out and the storyboard was appropriate for
even the youngest viewers who will be captivated by the graphics alone. You will find something for
everyone in this movie of the “boy gets girl and saves the world” with a twist that should bring applause
to writers Ken Daurio and Cinco Paul. Steve Carell (the Office) is one of my favorite actors and he will
make you a Gru fan. Elsie Kate Fisher (the voice of Agnes) is as adorable animated as she is in real
live. Despicable Me 2 is a refreshing breath of entertainment for the summer and the DVD/Blue Ray,
once released, will be worth adding to your library especially if you have young children in the home.
This movie can actually make you happy!

Monsters University starring the voices of Billy Crystal and John Goodman scores a “2”
This is an animated movie too boring for young children and most others.
First let me apologize for not getting this warning, I mean review out sooner. This movie is boring, too
long and definitely not for young children because the theme is over their heads. I think Disney Pixar is
trying to compensate adults bringing children to this movie with a script that is a bit complex for anyone
under the age of 11. Nothing unique about the story of the underdogs that emerges with a level of
victory. Save your money and time. Not worth a rental.

“The Lone Ranger” starring Johnny Depp and Armie Hammer scores a “1”.
This is a Western action-adventure movie that may be suitable for teens, young adults and adults.
Don’t expect a franchise to grow out of this like the Pirates of the Caribbean series. I was going to
give this a "2" rating because Johnny Depp tried to carry this movie, but I kept the score down to “1”
because only one person was doing any decent acting... Johnny Depp. This movie is horrible and too
long, nothing really made any sense especially that Tonto was recapping the story of the Lone Ranger
for a young boy who spotted him moving in a wax figure exhibit at the county fair. Should you ever
watch any of the original Lone Ranger episodes, you will "boo" this movie too.
After watching the Lone Ranger, one of our movie critics said he is done with going to the movies.
Also this movie is not suitable for young children and a waste of time for anyone else. This movie
is two hours and twenty minutes of disappointing “crap”.
“The Heat” starring Melissa McCarthy and Sandra Bullock scores a “4.5”
This is an action comedy with strong profanity and “crude” behavior” and is suitable for adults with “thick skin”.
This is one of the funniest movies of the year and without the profanity it would have scored a perfect
“5” on our rating scale. The language will probably exclude viewers who don’t want to take a chance on
the foul mouth antics of Melissa McCarthy (playing detective Shannon Mullins). McCarthy is even
funnier than her role in “Identity Thief” and her comedy is just as “raw”. Detective Mullins says and does
what most of us wish we could. Mullins and her partner by circumstance, FBI Special Agent Sarah
Ashburn (played by Sandra Bullock) go on a career/life changing adventure as they pursue an elusive
Boston drug lord. This movie has non-stop action and side-splitting humor until the credits roll, making
this movie well worth the trip.

“World War Z” starring Brad Pitt, Mireille Enos, Daniella Kertesz and Fana Mokoena scores a “4”
This is a dramatic science-fiction action movie with combat violence and mild gore. This movie should be suitable for
teens, young adults and adults.
This story is also classified as a horror movie because it pitches a disease outbreak which sparks an
accelerated Zombie pandemic. But I’m classifying the zombies as Sci-Fi. There is a parallel message
woven into this story showing that the threat of a global health disaster should be taken seriously. Don’t
let my rambling discourage you from seeing a fresh spin on the “zombie” genre. It is not as action
packed as the Resident Evil franchise and rightfully so, because this movie is not built on a video game
paradigm where killing is a thrilling adventure. Plus, WWZ is a far better story than the pandemic movie
“Outbreak”. Outbreak appeared serious enough to be a War of the Worlds hoax if a news channel would
have aired it instead of the movie theaters. WWZ is the United Nations of movie production with South
African actor Fana Mokoena in his role as U.N. liaison Thierry Umutoni. Israeli actress Daniella Kertesz
joins forces with Brad Pitt (playing Gerry Lane) combating infected attackers. Mireille Enos (playing Karin Lane) is half
French and keeps Brad’s character tied to his humanity as he goes on a thrilling hunt to save humanity. The action in this
movie is great and done without bloody gore or gratuitous nudity, which may disappoint some horror movie fans. So if
you are looking for a dramatic story with the hope of overcoming destruction, WWZ is worth a peek.

“This is the End” starring Seth Rogan, Jay Baruchel, James Franco, Jonah Hill, Danny McBride and Craig
Robinson scores a “3.5”
This is an adult “stoner” comedy about an apocalyptic fantasy gone awry. This movie may be suitable for “weed” users
and adults with thick skin.
If you are familiar with the term “stoner movie”, then you may have experimented in behavior or know of
those who dabbled in behaviors that make screen plays like these hilariously entertaining. This ain’t your
“Cheech & Chong – Up In Smoke”, “Dude Where’s My Car” stoner-movie. Oh no, these comedians and
actors/actresses are basically playing themselves in a bizarre end of days circumstance. As a Christian, I
was a bit set aside that they actually tried within the movie to use the Bible to make their storyboard, but
these guy are outrageously funny. With Danny McBride, Seth Rogan and Craig Johnson in a movie you
should be prepared for foul mouth and raunchy candor. If you can get past the profanity and penis
graphics you can see an interesting perspective about the biblical Apocalypse. They have a twisted yet
nice philosophy on trying to get “saved” in post rapture times. And of course with this bunch they even
worked out their very own stoner heaven. I confess I’m guilty of enjoying this movie.
“The Hangover” starring Zach Galifianakis, Ken Jeong and Bradley Cooper gets a “0”
This is an action comedy with crude language, distasteful sexual innuendos and worthless violence not suitable for young
audiences or anyone else for that matter.
Since I can’t get my money back, I am sorry that I held off doing on this review because I could have possibly saved
others from wasting their time and money. As some trilogies go, they tend to get worse as shown in the last movie in this
sequel. To sum Hangover 3: they take another stupid road trip, have another idiotic kidnapping, hook up with a sleazeball
sociopath and unfortunately they get black Doug killed. Always the brother to be the first one killed. I don’t believe the
movie makers tried to do a worthwhile comedy. I believe greed kicked in and Hollywood wanted to drag a few dollars out
of those who were attracted to the bizarre events of Hangover 2. Save your time, save your money and avoid the shame
of being looted.
“Man of Steel” starring Henry Cavill, Michael Shannon and Amy Adams scores “4.5”
This is a Science-fiction, Action-Adventure story filled with combat violence and is suitable for teens, young adults and
adults.
Man of Steel is rightfully named for this feature because you will only hear him referred to as Superman
once. They movie goes as far as to interrupt Lois Lane (played by Amy Adams) character from saying it.
The writers of this movie took an old story and gave it a completely different backdrop that will take you
on a thrilling ride that is filled with action, suspense and excitement. The length of the movie robbed me of
giving it our highest rating of “5”. I saw a few young ones in the theatre audience struggling at the movie
that runs almost two and a half hours, better editing could have trimmed it under two hours. However
they may have felt they needed the time to weave a story together that actually had very sensible
flashbacks. Kevin Costner, Diane Lane, Lawrence Fishburne, Harry Lennix and Richard Schiff are a list of
powerful stars who made this movie very much worth the trip. One of my favorite actors included
Christopher Meloni (playing Col. Nathan Hardy) who expressed his “Detective Elliot Stabler” appeal on General Zod
(played by Michael Shannon). Russell Crowe’s character Jor-El is stretched into a familiar style and believable role. As
for Henry Cavill playing the Man of Steel, he did his part in this epic adventure. Cavill put on some muscle since his role
in the Immortals, and he looked naturally built. I guess Cavill skipped the Sylvester Stallone and Dwayne Johnson workout
method. One of our critics reported that if you go to see the move in 3D, you get a cool pair of Man of Steel 3D glasses
that they let you keep! Everyone likes a hero and the Man of Steel may just be the one.
“Purge” starring Ethane Hawke, Lena Headey and Max Burkholder gets a “0”
This is a Horror movie that is filled with homicidal violence, gore and profanity and I do not feel it is suitable for anyone
with a sense of decency.
By choice, I normally skip horror movies like “Saw”, “Final Destination” and such because I believe that good will
eventually win over evil. This movie is classified as a horror movie, but it is just plain horrible! The thing that kept me from
walking out is that I was rooting for Good to be victorious, and it does in a sense, though it took a twisted route to get
there. I think the entire “Purge” concept would be disturbing for even Adolf Hitler (who was one of the most gruesome
murderers on the face of the earth besides slave traders). The Purge concept basically reflects that it’s an ideal thing to
kill poor or homeless people and if you’re jealous of your neighbors, you may want to “purge” them too. Just disgusting!
Don’t waste your money and stay away from movies written by director James DeMonaco who probably dragged Ethane
Hawke into this since Hawke did a good job with Assault on Precinct 13.

“Now You See Me” starring Jesse Eisenberg, Mark Ruffalo, Melanie Laurent, Woody Harrelson, Isla Fisher, Dave
Franco, Morgan Freeman and Michael Cain scores a “3.5”
This is a story about revenge and is filled with mystique is suitable for all audiences.
This story about a group of modern day Robin Hoods chosen because of the “magical” talents to help
right a wrong. And, it does have some clever “tricks” that are all revealed. The ending is a bit amazing
with what may be a few unexpected twists to some viewers. It should worth a trip to the movies for those
who like mysteries. I can’t say more because everyone likes a good magic trick!

“After Earth” with Jaden Smith and Will Smith scores a “2”
This is a Science-Fiction story with some combat violence, gory scenes and should be suitable for teens, young adults
and adults
Usually after movie title of reviews I write “starring”, however that would be a lie. No one starred in this
movie and I don’t know if Will Smith (playing General Cypher Raige) was deliberately holding back as not
to overshadow the role his son Jaden was playing as Katai Raige. But someone should have saved this
movie. This movie is dull There was plenty of opportunity for this movie to take off, yet it crashed just like
the spaceship featured in the story. The cinematography was good and the special effects were
promising though they did not show the alien creatures in a story pitting mankind against alien. The
Smith duo had screen time together in other movies so perhaps they need to go their separate ways to
allow their stars to shine brighter. This movie would be okay for television or DVD rental as one friend
told me, “It’s no blockbuster!”
“Fast & Furious 6” starring Vin Diesel, Paul Walker, Michelle Rodriguez and Dwayne (The Rock) Johnson scores
a “5”
This is an Action story filled with vehicle mayhem, combat violence, mild profanity and can be suitable for teens, young
adults and adults.
It may benefit the producers of this movie to include an opening credit to state that the chase scenes are
“Hollywood dramatizations”. While extremely entertaining, most of automobile race stunts are extremely
impossible in the real world. Yet with that I add, this is one of the best street racing action movies to
come out of the Fast & Furious franchise. The action is as fast as the cars and just as unstoppable!
Most action movies barely need a plot; this movie has a good storyboard along with a door opener for
F&F 7. One of our critics made the remark, “I don’t know how they are going to get another one (movie)
out of this (franchise)”. I think the ending answered his question, so stay after the credits roll to see for
yourself. There are some humorous moments led by actor Tyrese Gibson (playing Roman). And
Michelle Rodriguez (Letty) is not the only powerhouse woman in this flick. She is joined by tough-asnails Gina Carano (Riley) and Miss Isreal 2004, Gal Gadot (playing Gisele) who are portraying bare knuckle heroines.
I am beginning to think that Dwayne Johnson is bordering on getting as “juiced up” as Sylvester Stallone without the
Botox. The Rock can turn his neck freely (unlike Stallone in “Bullet to the Head”), however Johnson can’t get his arms
down by his side, and I don’t believe that’s from a natural pump. But he goes up against a villain almost twice his size in
this flick and the extra size I guess helped. There are a few of the Victoria Secrets modeling type scenes that are
gratuitous to the F&F genre, but the clips in this one are tame compared to the past. So don’t take your eyes off the
screen folks, this movie races from beginning to end. And for the racing novice… don’t try this at home!

“Star Trek – Into the Darkness” starring Chris Pine, Zachary Quinto and Benedict Cumberbatch score a “5”
This is a Science-Fiction Action Adventure story with combat violence that portrays reckless behavior and sexual
promiscuity however it should be suitable for well balanced teens, young adults and adults.
Chris Pine (as Captain James Tiberius Kirk) is now the “Kirk” we need. Along with Zachary Quinto as
First Officer Spock, this dynamic duo takes you through an era that is a convincing segue into the Star
Trek original television series and movies that we cut our Sci-Fi teeth on. Yes, I confess that I am a
Star Trek fan and this movie “gives the whole package”. This movie is over 2 hours long (132 minutes)
and the action is non-stop so you will hardly notice the time if you allow yourself to get emerged in the
story and be entertained by the “thrill-a-minute” ride. There are strings of amusing passages, however
the grim challenges facing the crew of the Starship Enterprise seems almost never ending. And every
member of the Enterprise crew has their “15 minutes of Fame” and my review would be a book if I tried
to name the actors playing these characters, which may explain the long storyboard used in the movie
giving each character their moment. Even the “Tribbles” make a useful appearance. Actor Peter Weller
(playing Admiral Alexander Marcus) has a surprise for you. And you will get some background on a historical villain in the
Star Trek franchise. Even if you are not a Star Trek fan, the action, the story and the visuals in this movie will offer
something for every movie goer. Should you have the self control to wait for it to come out on disk, don’t rent, buy it. I
plan to put a copy of “Star Trek – Into the Darkness” along side my Blue-Ray/DVD set of “Star Trek” staring Chris Pine.
“Iron Man 3” starring Robert Downey Jr., Don Cheadle, Gwyneth Paltrow and Guy Pearce scores a “3.5”
This is a Science-Fiction action story with combat violence and sarcastic characterization which may not be suitable for
anyone under the age of 7. It should be okay for teens, young adults and adults.
I must first warn you, DO NOT spend your money seeing this movie in IMAX 3D. While it is a good story
with plenty of action, it did not own up to being a 3D graphic wonder. In fact scenes that would have
been worthwhile from a 3D perspective were not taken advantage of. I could have saved $10 over the
cost of a regular ticket and a one hour roundtrip to the nearest IMAX theater if I had watch it first in Real
D. Robert Downey Jr.(playing the character Tony Stark) gives one of his best Iron Man performances
and opens the door for Don Cheadle (playing Colonel Rhodes) to show his action hero talents. Cheadle
actually muscled up adding to a convincing performance. The story also opens up to female action
heroines in the Iron Man franchise. The movie even focused in on a “pint-sized” hero of sorts played by
Ty Simpkins. Very entertaining, just not 3D material.
“Pain & Gain” starring Mark Wahlberg, Dwayne Johnson and Anthony Mackie scores a “4”
This is a True-Live drama with strong sexual content, grotesque violence, torture and murder. Not recommended for the
prude or weak at heart and definitely not suitable for young people and the decent minded.
So if this is such a horrible movie which most people should not exposed themselves to, why the high
score? This was a true story and a tragedy that was well portrayed. They could have left out a lot of the
nudity and sexual innuendos; however they are trying to portray the people depicted in the real life event.
We are talking dumb greedy criminals trying to play Robin Hood on despicable business people, porn
merchants and immoral harlots. How this story plays out is almost unbelievable until they parallel the
actual characters and court case during the closing of the movie. I almost felt a little shame laughing at
the stupidity of these three morons. If you can get past the T&A this movie is a shocker.

“The Factory” starring John Cusack, Jennifer Carpenter and Mae Whitman scores a “5”
This is a mystery thriller inspired by a true story. There are disturbing scenes depicting bondage, torture and sexual
abuse. This movie contains brief nudity and strong language along with episodes of violence. Because of the nature of
the abductions portrayed in this movie, I recommend it for teens, young adults and adults, especially parents.
This movie was made for DVD and online playback, yet not only deserves our “5” rating; it deserved to
had been shown on the big screen. We were surprised that this movie did not go to the theaters since the
story and actors were of such high quality. Detective Mike Fletcher (played by Cusack) is a hard working
investigator consumed with solving the mystery of disappearing street workers (prostitutes). With no
bodies recovered, Detective Fletcher goes on a rouge rampage when his rebellious daughter Abby
(played by Mae Whitman) goes missing off the streets of Buffalo, New York. His partner, Detective Kelsey
Walker (Jennifer Carpenter), tries to keep Mike in line, so it appeared; however there seems to be a bit of
tension between Walker and Fletcher’s wife (played by Sonya Walger). I was pleasantly surprised to see
Gary Anthony Williams (who played Smart Brother with Eddie Griffin in the hit comedy “Undercover
Brother”). Williams is playing Darryl, a nasty sleaze ball who is supposed to be a trusted medical profession. We doubt if
you will guess the ending of this non-stop thriller, as our three critic team (that includes a former bounty hunter) put
together most of the pieces to have a major twist in the conclusion that dropped our jaws open. This DVD will be a part of
my personal collection and you may want to own a copy as well if you are a fan of criminal investigation movies and
television shows.
“The Host” starring Saoirese Ronan, Rachel Roberts and Diane Kruger along with William Hurt scores a “1”
This is a Science-Fiction thriller with a twisted love story. Brief scenes of violence. This movie may is suitable for teens,
young adults and adults who don’t know any better.
The title sucked me in and it being written by the author of “Twilight Raising Dawn – Part 2”, I thought
maybe I should give it a chance and luck out since I impressed by the finally of the Twilight saga. Let me
finish that in saying, I believe writer Stephenie Meyer is finished or Andrew Niccol screwed up the
screenplay. Anyway this movie is different and that earned it at least a score of “1”. I went solo to see
this and I am glad I did not drag anyone else from our review team into this cinema. How can I put it?
This story about body possessing, mind erasing, utopia creating, symbiotic aliens will have you so
confused as to whether this situation required someone to do an exorcism or to have continued to let
Doc (played by Scott Lawrence) continue his meatball surgical approach to bring a happy ending. What
else do you do when the voice inside your head, which is you, tries to reason with the symbiont who
using your body to have an affair with your boyfriend’s brother? William Hunt (playing Jeb) is probably the only known
actor in the entire movie, besides Lawrence whose career is stacked up in television commercials. Hunt couldn’t help the
movie because his character was an overaged tree hugger trying to save humanity with an indoor wheat field. Stay away
from this one unless you just need a good dose of “weird”.
“Oblivion)” starring Tom Cruise and Morgan Freeman scores a “2.5”
This is a Science-fiction Action adventure about a futuristic fate of planet earth. There is some sci-fi battle scenes
however the overall movie is not a gruesome with the violence. There is a bit of adult romance with a scant of
unnecessary nudity. This movie should be okay for teens, young adults, adults and people who need multiple cat-naps.
This movie is slow. When the story rolls it’s good, yet it keeps pumping the brakes. Oblivion was almost
an original alien space adventure until they stole the ending right out of “Independence Day” with Will
Smith and Jeff Goldblum. You can wait for this on DVD and it may be more enjoyable. Our three-man
review team was having a napping contest so, between the three of us we agreed to score it a “3”. One
critic flat out sad he did not like it. There was just nothing fantastic about the story overall, now that I
think of it, I’m changing the score to “2.5”. The hype about Oblivion being the best movie of the year…
NOT!!!

“Evil Dead (2013)” starring Jane Levy and Shiloh Fernandez scores a “4.5”
This is a re-make and namesake of its Horror Movie cult classic “Evil Dead”. Grim and disturbing scenes of supernatural
violence and gore. Not to depict real life, this movie is purely for entertainment purposes, so take it light those on the
moral right. This feature should be okay for young adults and adults, plus followers of the original. May be disappointing
for Bruce Campbell fans – he’s not in it”
Editors Note: Welcome to the movie review & scoring debut of Speak Up Movie Review critic Dwight
“Standalonecomplex” Lewis. Dwight is an intelligent young writer, who scored perfect on the SAT Exam landing him a full
ride at UMES, he is currently working on his memoirs about his “complexed” 30 something years on the planet. He writes
more of a New York Times format, heck he even indents, so I let him ramble in this first one. Read and be impressed.
Being both an 80s baby and a horror film aficionado I have long been a fan of the Evil Dead
franchise/trilogy. I followed the adventures of Ash (Bruce Campbell) from the getaway in the secluded
cabin in the woods that went to hell all the way to conquering the deadites in the kingdom of ago that he
was jettisoned to at the end of Evil Dead II (beginning of Army of Darkness). As a preteen I watched in
horror as all of Ash’s friends—and everyone else unfortunate enough to stumble upon the abandoned
cabin—had their souls swallowed by the evil of the Necronomicon. I sympathized in pure terror as he
dismembered the possessed body of his girlfriend and was forced to chop off his own hand after it
became a demon’s marionette. Granted, the third installment of the trilogy (Army of Darkness) came
across as sort of cartoonish and could pass for little more than a dark comedy the Evil Dead epitomized
the best of low budget 80s horror and sky rocketed the careers of both director, Sam Raimi and leading man, Bruce
Campbell (in addition to instilling a fear of the dark in me which still persists to this day).
I assure any and all fellow fans of the original that the remake does not disappoint. Produced by both Raimi and
Campbell, for the most part the new version stays true to the basic premise of the original. 5 friends make their way to a
secluded cabin deep in the woods and after a cursory inspection of the place the stumble upon the Necronomicon in the
cellar at which point Eric (a character played by Lou Taylor Pucci) unwittingly recites a verse from the evil book and
subsequently all hell breaks loose.
Is it the goriest movie of all time? Probably not, but it’s definitely pretty high in the running. There are some subtle
differences between the remake and the original that make all the difference in the world. Most of the changes are
positives. For instance, there’s more back story for the characters (there was really none in the original) which makes it
easier for the audience to identify with them. There’s also more of a plot as Mia (played by Jane Levy), one of the five
characters, has been taken to the cabin as a way to detox and kick an unspecified addiction (I’m thinking heroin). There’s
also a mini story of sibling bonding which develops as Mia is nurtured and protected by her older, and previously absent,
brother David (Shiloh Fernandez) that helps make the story seem more natural and complex this time around. Of course
the blood and gore seems much more real thanks to great advances made in special effects technology in the last thirty
years.
There are a couple of minuses though. I (and I assume any other die hard fan of the original evil dead) was
disappointed that there was no Ash character in the remake nor a cameo by Bruce Campbell. Both points left me a bit
heartbroken. Also it was missing that feeling of terror that I felt as a watched the camera following terrified victims through
the woods and they looked over their shoulders once or twice and exposed a grimace that caused my imagination to
runaway into the contemplation of what ungodly thing crawled up from the bowels of hell and was living in the woods.
All things considered it was both a very good and very scary film but it did not surpass the original. However
there’s no shame in that. The 1981 version turned out to be a cult classic that still entertains to this day for a reason…
because it was near perfect. That makes it a very hard act to follow.
“Tyler Perry’s – Temptation” starring Jurnee Smollett-Bell, Lance Gross and Robbie Jones scores a “4”
This is a dramatic romance story about marital tragedies. The movie contains adult themes and violent episodes.
Substance abuse and reckless behavior is displayed. This movie is suitable for teens, young adults, adults and especially
those considering extramarital affairs or betraying monogamous relationships.
I never saw the play “Tyler Perry’s the Marriage Counselor” so the ending wasn’t ruined for me nor do I
know if the movie stayed true to the play it is based on. What I do know is that this movie is basically a
Shakespeare play with bit of a triumphant ending. That’s the style of Tyler Perry’s cinema dramas. Jurnee
Smollett-Bell (playing Judith) tears the heart out of her husband character Brice (played by actor Lance
Gross) after engaging in spiraling downward behaviors. This cast of celebrities include Ella Joyce
(playing Judith’s mother), Kim Kardashian (Judith’s sultry materialistic co-worker), Vanessa Williams (who
has a “French” way of putting you out of her office), Brandy (who hasn’t been on the big screen since “I
Saw What You Did Last Summer”), Renee Taylor (played Sylvia Fine on the hit TV series “The Nanny”)
provided great comedy relief (I honestly think she is this funny in real life), Candice Coke (the marriage
counselor) and last but not least Robbie Jones (as Harley) who you will love to hate for his “home wrecker” role. As you
know, Perry’s movies are not just for entertainment, they are “message” movies. I hope you get the message.

“G.I. Joe: Retaliation” starring Dwayne Johnson, Ray Park, Adrianne Palicki, Byung-hun Lee and Elodie Yung
scores a 4.5”
This is an action-adventure movie portraying military style violence and killings. This is movie is recommended for teens,
young adults and adults. I would not consider it for anyone younger, unless they are pursuing a future in martial arts or
the military.
The only mistake we made in watching this movie was driving on motorcycles from Hagerstown to
Frederick, Maryland to see it on the nearest IMAX 3D screen. We had icy hands traveling both ways,
however it was worth the 50 mile round trip. This movie was intended to be view in 3D and if you can
afford the $18 per ticket price tag, see it in IMAX 3D. I used up a couple thousand reward points plus I
had to supplement six bucks a ticket in “pimp” fees for the online transactions. And again, the cost was
worth it. I must let Channing Tatum fans know, there ain’t a lot of him in this movie. In fact you will see
more of Bruce Willis character General “Joe” Colton than “Duke” played by Tatum.
And for Dwayne Johnson fans, this movie spins all around the “Roadblock”. Johnson is questionably
huge (and I mean physically) in this flick, but not scary and freaky looking “big” like Stallone in “Bullet to
the Head”. This well played out “retaliation” introduces new characters played Adrianne Palicki (Jaye) and Elodie Yung
(playing Jinx) who put real life skills to work with action that the IMAX 3D enables you feel right in the middle of. Palicki is
a former athlete and portrays an impressive soldier on and off the battlefield. Yung has a decade of martial arts skills that
keeps her character believable. Adversarial characters Snake Eyes (played by Ray Park) and Storm Shadow (played by
Byung-hun Lee) will take you through a thrilling visual battle on mountain walls of the Himalayas. The story takes a
surprising twist with the fate of villains and heroes which leaves you wondering about the outcome of this franchise. I’ll
close with this warning: don’t stick around after the credits roll, thinking as we did that there would be a closing glimpse at
the next part of a sequel. They did add an “outro” in the first Joe and not at the end of Retaliation, as about six of us who
watched all the credits were disappointed to get no extras. We did see a list of around 1,000 people, including actors and
stunt people, were named for making this terrific feature. And for those who do not know what the actor looks like that
plays Snake Eyes, and the Star Wars character Darth Maul, I threw in a picture of Ray Park (not to be confused with Ray
Parker & Radio).

“The Call” starring Halle Berry, Abigail Breslin and Michael Eklund scores a “4.5”
This is a Thriller movie with disturbing violent, a few gory activities and homicide scenes. This is a movie for adults
however, I recommend it for teens as a warning to be “aware” of their circumstances.
Halle Berry (playing 911 operator Jordan Turner) will not disappoint in this thrilling drama that has an
unexpected ending. Abigal Breslin (playing victim Casey Welson) has come a long way from “Little Miss
Sunshine”. The gentle character Breslin plays will keep you on the edge of your sanity as her crazy
abductor Michael Foster (played by Michael Eklund) takes her on the ride of her life. This is actually
Eklund’s first leading role on the big screen and he drew the card to portray a psychopath. As you watch
this movie you are somewhat led to think that Officer Paul Phillips, played by Morris Chestnut will emerge
as the hero because of his focus on details during the manhunt. However the writers have a few
surprises that make this movie feature one of the best thrillers to be released this year. This movie has a
lot of big named actors playing supporting roles (Denise Dowse, Roma Maffia, Jose Zuniga, Justina
Machado to name a few) even the Sopranos star Michael Imperioli. If you have already seen this movie, don’t tell the
conclusion. If you haven’t seen it, go!

“Olympus Has Fallen” starring Gerard Butler, Aaron Eckhart and Morgan Freeman scores a “4.5”
This movie is an Action Thriller with hand-to-hand combat, gun violence, gun violence and did I mention gun violence.
Recommended for an audience of youth, young adults and adults.
This movie quickly turns into a “guy flick” as soon as Olympus has fallen. But, ladies don’t go to sleep
because the start of the movie is not the only touching scene and the female characters like Melissa Leo
(playing Secretary of Defense Ruth McMillan) make great contributions to this story. This is not an
understatement, “the action starts and never stops”. We thought that Hollywood ran out of bullets in the
making of “Gangster Squad”, we were wrong. And just when we thought that there was not any more
creative ways to take out an enemy, wrong again. This is a patriotic movie of a different sort. Don’t get
me wrong, they let a few character be complete jackasses. But Mike Banning (played by Gerard Butler)
fixes up the mess. Well, at least he evens the score. I have to say this and not just because he’s a
brother, Director Antoine Fuqua is outstanding. He directed “Training Day” (starring Denzel Washington)
and “The Shooter” (starring Mark Wahlberg) along directing music videos for Prince, Usher, Stevie Wonder, Pras and
Arrested Development. Back to the cast, Aaron Eckhart (playing President Asher) is just as tough as his Harvey Dent
character in the Dark Knight and Dylan McDermott’s character Forbes, has a little surprise for you too. If your like me and
frequent the nation’s capital a lot, don’t let this story scare you from hanging out in Washington D.C. To me, this movie is
worth buying when it comes out on DVD because it worth seeing more than once. I would have gave it a score of “5” but
one of our reviewers said it was a “3.5”, he said it was a bit “Die Hardish”. The last “Die Hard” movie could only wish to be
like this flick. See for yourself and let me know.
“Dead Man Down” starring Colin Farrell, Noomi Rapace and Terrence Howard scores a “4”
This is an Action Drama with graphic violence displaying gun violence and homicide scenes. It should be okay for young
adults and older.
This movie takes off with action and never stops. The characters have so many dimensions it can be an
entertaining puzzle to solve. Colin Farrell (playing Victor) is good in this movie, with plenty of help from
Terrence Howard (playing gang boss Alphonse) and Noomi Rapace (the original “Girl with the Dragon
Tattoo). I can’t tell you much more than this because there are mysteries here that will reveal
themselves and the action unleashed will match the drama. This story actually has a plot and helps
Farrell redeem his self from that crappy movie “London Boulevard”. Action thrill seekers will not be
disappointed. And it has a nice ending too.

“The Incredible Burt Wonderstone” starring Steve Carell, Olivia Wilde and Jim Carrey scores a “2”
This is a “twisted” comedy with enough disturbing moments and adult circumstances that I would not recommend it for an
audience younger than 12 years old.
While this is not a lousy movie, it could have done better. It has several of my favorite comedy actors,
including Alan Arkin (playing retired magician Rance Holloway). This is a flick that you should wait for it
on rental, “don’t buy it – rent it”. The character played by Jim Carrey (Steve Gray “Brain Rapist”) is a
mockery of Chris Angel “Mind Freak”. This movie was all satire and obvious. As I said, it would be okay
to rent and maybe you will enjoy the few funny moments they throw at you, but don’t expect it to be
hilarious even with Steve Buscemi playing side-kick “Antone Marvelton”.

“Oz the Great and Powerful” starring James Franco, Milena Kunis, Rachel Weisz and Michelle Williams gets a
score of “3”
This is a fantasy story that contains violent themes without the blood and guts. It should be okay for an audience 10 years
of age and older.
This Disney flick is not a remake of the “Wizard of Oz”. This story is all about the Wizard. Actually this
movie is more of a prequel to what happened in Oz before the girl in pig-tails arrived with her little dog. I
must let you know it starts really sloooooooow. I only had three hours of sleep the night before, yet I
stayed awake anticipating the wonder that unfolded (I can’t say that much for our other critic that I had to
awaken – twice). Once this movie starts it is pretty amazing and very artistic in 3D, which could have
earned it another half of point for our rating score. But Hollywood is making just about everything 3D or
3D IMAX. I don’t recommend it for the very young because they may fall asleep after the first 15 minutes.
The characters still have a duality, their Kansas roll and their roll in the Land of Oz. However the Wizard
doesn't wake up telling everyone, "You were there, and you, and you too Auntie M". Nevertheless, Once
Oz takes off, the movie does fly. I hope you enjoy the new twist; the inhabitants of Oz have some added references. Not
just Munchkins, you now have Quadlings, Winkies and Tinkers as well as an animated girl made of … nah, I’m not going
to run the surprise. This movie has some very, very funny moments. I don't know which character brought more laughter
the Munchkin Knuck (played by Tony Cox) or the monkey sidekick. And I did see a little tear jerking going on in the
theater during a touching dramatic moment. It was good to see James Franco out of the shadow of Spiderman. This
movie really deserves a score of “4” if they would have edited the first 30 minutes into something useful other than
showing Oz was a worthless magician. Oh, sorry I ruined a half hour of disappointment. You’ll thank me, now you can
time yourself to see the Great and Powerful remaining part of this movie.
“Jack the Giant Slayer” starring Nicholas Hoult and Eleanor Tomlinson scores a “3”
This is a fantasy set in medieval times about humans versus the giants the story contains violent situations and a few
distasteful moments for an audience of teens, young adults and adults.
This “ain’t no Disney film”. Even though they went out of the way to actually eliminate gory violence (I
only saw blood on a dagger), however they thought it was okay to show a giant pick his nose and eat it
while preparing a meal of humans and whole pigs. There was a brief glimpse at the Golden Harp
displaying a graphic pair of breast (we still can’t figure what the heck that was about because there was
not indication that the harp was ever rescued). Our critic Jay Williams said that the “boob” scene was a
mistake. The entire movie almost made it without profanity until a giant, that was being destroy, gets out
most of the sentence, “Oh fu**…” and King Brahmwell, played by Ian McShane (Deadwood on HBO
2004-2006) felt the need to say, “The H E double-hockey sticks I will”. He actually used "hell", I just
wanted to show the long version he could have used for spelling "hell" in front of children (lol). Jack
played by Nicholas Hoult (Warm Bodies) is proving to be a talented actor and may be working toward
getting his own academy award in the future. Stanley Tucci, playing Roderick was convincingly “despicable”. I cannot
leave out mentioning the heroic character Elmont, played by Ewan McGregor (best known role as Obi-Wan Kenobi in Star
Wars: Episode II and Episode III). Jack the Giant Slayer proves that Hollywood can do just about anything with Computer
Generated Graphics. We saw it in Real D and it was visually believable of an ancient time. I think this movie is okay to
go see, just leave the little ones at home.
“Snitch” Starring Dwayne (the Rock) Johnson and Jon Bernthal scores a “4”
This is a crime-drama with physical assaults, gun violence and motor vehicle mayhem and should be okay for an
audience of teens, young adults and adults.
The movie is supposed to be based on a true story and I won’t challenge that claim because I am sure
some of us could link it to real life circumstances going on all over the U.S. It is a gripping tale of the
challenges facing the American family and as our critic Jay Williams said, “Your children can do some
dumb sh*t”. And that is the part of the movie that hits home. It was good to see actor Barry Pepper (the
Green Mile) playing Agent Cooper. Susan Sarandon will make you love to hate her in her role as U.S.
Prosecutor Joanne Keegan. I am wondering if actor Michael K. Williams (Omar from the HBO series
“The Wire”) can get any other roles except for street hoods and pimps (Law & Order SVU). Williams
however does well as the drug slinging character “Malik” for this movie. I don’t watch the T.V. series
“Walking Dead” but I did like its actors Jon Bernthal playing the role of two-timer loser Michael James.
Bernthal’s character just may bring the ladies to tears as he struggles to hold on to his family when all hell breaks loose in
“Snitch”.

“Dark Skies” starring Keri Russell, Josh Hamilton and Dakota Goyo with J.K. Simmons scores a “1.5”
This is a story about an Alien abduction with mild violence and slightly disturbing content for an audience
of young adults, adults and conspiracy theorist.
Let me quote one of our other critics that accompanied at this viewing, “They didn’t know how to end it”.
I can be fair to say the actors played their roles well. Unfortunately Director/Writer Scott Stewart (also
directed “Legion”) should have hired another writer and stuck with directing. This slow starting movie
that actually revved up into a nice story basically cut off the light switch and rolled the credits while we
were sitting there waiting for a conclusion. I timed how long it took for an “extraterrestrial” or
unexplained experience to emerge in the movie and it was approximately 35 minutes. I don’t want to
ruin it for you, but by the time an abduction occurs, you will realize that it’s you who has been taken. J.K. Simmons (the
We are Farmers commercials) playing character Edwin Pollard offers a bit of closure, so pay close attention to his role
should you venture to see Dark Skies and please tell us, “what in the heck happened to the dog?”
“Escape from Planet Earth” starring Brendan Fraser, Rob Corddry, Sarah Jessica Parker, Jonathan Morgan Heit,
and Jessica Alba scores a “3”
This an animated Science Fiction action adventure for a family audience (youth and parents).
This movie is quite remarkable; it’s a funny and entertaining story from the “alien” perspective with a not
so subtle profile about human nature. The graphics are probably better in “3D”, I saw it in Real D and was
quite pleased with the visuals. A mixed audience of children and adults appeared to pay attention through
most of the movie. I interviewed one family after the movie and the adult said they thought it was a good
movie and the children said that they liked it. Brendan Fraser the voice of Scorch Supernova teams up
with one of my favorite comedy actors, Rob Corddry the voice of alien brother Gary Supernova. This
delightful computerized cartoon comedy may be worth a family outing.
“A Good Day to Die Hard” – starring Bruce Willis and Jai Courtney scores a disappointing “2”
This is an Action Crime adventure for a general audience, filled with gun violence and catastrophe.
I rushed back from the movie theater in hopes to launch this review or more of a “warning label” to save
my readers from wasting their time and money. This movie should have been made for DVD and only
rented when all the good stuff is not available. I really don’t know who to blame this rotten tomato, the
writers or the director. I can’t blame Bruce Willis, he is the reason it is getting a score of “2”. I would have
rated it less however cinematography (appearance) and sound are good. Take these factors away and A
Good Day to Die Hard is worthless and should be named A Good Day to Stay Home”. Bruce Willis is
another member of the action heroes that starred in the “Expendables” franchise, yet this script puts his
score far below what Stallone, Statham and Schwarzenegger pulled off in their recent movie roles. I guess your name
has to start with an “S” to get a good script. If you think I am wrong about this one, go see it then write me back and I will
publish your take on it.
“Side Effects” – starring Jude Law, Rooney Mara, Catherine Zeta-Jones and Channing Tatum scores “5”
This thrilling Drama filled with Mystery and Conspiracy is for an audience of Young Adults and Adults.
I wrote in my last review that it is hard for me to give a movie a “5” rating and then BOOM!
There is not much I can write about the movie without corrupting your chance to figure out the story as it
unravels. Jude Law (playing Dr. Jonathan Banks) is flawless as he makes his character more brilliant
than the legendary character Sherlock Holmes. Even with my investigative skill and discernment I did not
figure out or even imagine the conclusion to this diabolical conspiracy tale crafted by the movie’s writer
Scott Burns. Wow! Pay attention to the clues because nothing is what it appears until the truth is told.

“Identity Thief” – starring Jason Bateman, and Melissa McCarthy scores a “4.5”
This is an Adventure, Crime – Comedy story for an audience of Teens, Young Adults and Adults). The
Dialogue is laced with Profanity and Baldy Humor. Some mild violence which is almost "slapstick".
You are going to need thick skin for this one because some of the stuff they say is often thought and
hardly ever spoken. This movie is the most hilarious films this year! For a brief second you may have a
“déjà vu” moment if you watched “Guilt Trip” when the two literally hit the road. Jason Bateman is way
funnier than his role in “Horrible Bosses” thanks to Melissa McCarthy (playing the pathological thief
Diana). Throughout the theater, we were howling with laughter from start to finish. I almost felt ashamed
for enjoying the buffoonery unleashed in the movie. I write “almost”. You will not be able to help yourself.
McCarthy actually looks like she dropped some pounds in comparison to her character in the TV show “Mike & Molly”. I
never saw McCarthy in Brides Maids, so I had no idea that she is this FUNNY!!! This was a culturally diverse cast with
John Cho (the new Star Trek and Harold & Kumar), Genesis Rodriguez (who just did “Last Stand” with Schwarzenegger),
Morris Chestnut (big start was “Boyz N the Hood”), and Amanda Peet (the not so bashful Jill St. Claire in the “Whole Nine
Yards”). If you can get past some of the language (which kept me from giving it our rare "5" rating), you may find out that
you can still cry tears of joy.
“Warm Bodies” – starring Nicholas Hoult, Teresa Palmer, John Malkovich and Rob Corddry scores a “3.5”
This is a Comedy, Romance story (with a touch of Horror) for an Audience of Teens and Young Adults).
The Dialogue is very tame, containing a bit of Gun Violence and light Gore.
Guys, here is your chance to spend time with your girls because this is the ideal “date movie”. Nicholas
Hoult (playing the zombie “R”) is better known, yet maybe not visually recognized for his role as “Beast”
(the blue guy) in “X Men First Class”. Hoult in this role has sort of an Edward Scissors Hand appeal, and
girls say he has looks to rival Johnny Depp. You may recall Tesesa Palmer from her role as the
motorcycle riding hottie Number Six in the movie “I Am Number Four”. Hoult and Palmer are convincing
romantics in this light hearty comedy. Rod Corddry (zombie “M”) is funny without even trying and I liked
him best as Agent Chariot in “Operation End Game”. This movie is entertaining and John Malkovich was a nice
compliment to the cast. Analeigh Tipton (playing Nora) is worth mention as the sidekick to Palmer’s character Julie. I
didn’t see any tear jerking going on around the theater so guys you should be able to ride this one out and try to enjoy the
complimentary action scenes speckled throughout the story.
“Bullet to the Head” – starring Sylvester Stallone, Sung Kang, Jason Momoa and Christian Slater scores a “3”
This is an Action, Crime story for an Audience of Young Adults and Adults or to be quite honest, this is
just a “Guy Flick”. The Dialogue is basically Profanity with a plot stumbling around in it somewhere. The
movie centers on Gun violence along brutal Hand-to-hand Combat and plenty of New Orleans style
Nudity.
As I said in my review of “Parker” the alumni cast of the “Expendables” movie franchise are getting some
solo movie work with Bruce Willis’ in a flick coming out after this one. Stallone (playing hitman Jimmy
Bonomo) was so muscled up in this movie that I wanted to test him for steroids. He could at least
stopped at the size he wore for his role as Rocky Balboa. I was trying to get past his appearance, yet I
couldn’t help but notice that he must have been getting Botox injections between scenes because he could not turn his
neck, he literally had to pivot to look around. Enough Stallone bashing. I have no idea what Sung Kang, the Korean
James Dean, was doing however he did give his character Detective Kwon a bit of redemption in his final fight scene.
Christian Slater, well nothing to say here. Jason Momoa, playing Keegan, was great in his role as a villain and helped this
movie get a three rating out of me. You can wait for this one on DVD it doesn’t touch “Parker” or “Last Stand”.

“Hansel & Gretel: Witch Hunters – starring Jeremy Renner and Gemma Arterton scores “3.5”
This is an Fantasy, Action, Horror story for an Audience of Teens and Young Adults (maybe Adults). The
Dialogue has some Profanity, containing Gory violence and Brief Nudity.
I hate to say that this storyboard is not original, in fact it’s a sinister and dark version of Disney’s: Hocus
Pocus”. The promotional poster has the sound bite “Classic Tale, New Twist”. The new twist is taking a
Medieval time period and adding modern day themes, Missing Child posters on milk bottles and a
scrapbook toting autograph hound. The weapons are so out of place that I had to remind myself that it’s a
fantasy story. The high score is because the 3D effects are very entertaining and it is a nice looking movie
with good acting. Hansel (played by Jeremy Renner) is believable in his role. Gemma has done Clash of
the Titans, a James Bond movie and Prince of Persia so she is convincing in the action roles but I’m not sure if her
costume is suppose to be in competition with the Selene character in Underworld. Unfortunately the best way to see this
movie is in 3D, so if you’re not going that route, you may want to wait for Blue Ray. Real D is not going to do this any
justice if appearance is important to you. Its only about 90 minutes long, so someone in editing used great judgment with
the story length, which helped my rating of the movie.
“Parker” – starring Jason Statham, Jennifer Lopez and Michael Chiklis scores a “4”
This is an Action, Crime story for an Audience of Teens, Young Adults and Adults. The Dialogue has
Mild Profanity, Containing brutal Hand-to-hand Combat with Gun violence and Brief Nudity.
I am beginning to wonder if all of the former stars in the “Expendables” movie franchise are planning on
releasing movies of their own, Schwarzenegger just released “The Last Stand”, Statham is now out with
“Parker” and Stallone is bringing out “Bullet to the Head”. Well anyway, Statham (playing Parker) and
Chiklis mix it up very well in this in this modern day “Aladdin” crime adventure. Chiklis hasn’t done
anything this big since his TV series “The Shield” and playing The Thing in “Fantastic Four”.
However the character Melander (played by Chiklis) is a real “bad dude”. There are some original Krav
Maga tactics used by Parker that appear original (or “deadly things you can do with a handgun magazine”). You will
definitely get a glance into the lifestyles of the Rich & Famous in Palm Beach, Florida. And while Jason Statham is surely
eye candy for the ladies, you are going to see a very, very impressive 43 year-old female give you something to
remember. Enough said… go check it out.
“The Last Stand” – starring Arnold Schwarzenegger, Forest Whitaker and Johnny Knoxville scores a “5”
This an Action, Crime story for an Audience of Teens, Young Adults and Adults. The Dialogue has Mild
Profanity and Violence containing Graphic Gun Battles & Hand-to-hand Combat.
Go see it, Go see it, Go see it!!! This has to be one of the most entertaining movies to start the year.
Action packed and loaded with hilarious moments (and not just from the “Jackass” star). Schwarzenegger
still got it. Knoxville deserves recognition for Supporting Actor. Luis Guzman (playing Deputy Mike
Figuerola) has his minute of fame too in this one. Nicely done and another very diverse cast with a
reasonable story length. I plan on seeing it at least one more time on an IMAX screen to catch what I may
have missed, plus it’s worth a second glance. And listen for this phrase, "Put the hurt on them Ray"!
“Broken City” – starring Mark Wahlberg, Russell Crowe and Catherine Zeta-Jones is worth a “4”
Genre: Crime, Mystery, Drama
Audience: Young Adults and Adults
Dialogue: Mild profanity
Violence: Murder plot
Some Sexual Content & Brief Nudity
The city is definitely broken and these three powerful actors are the hammer on the glass. You will not be
disappointed if you are looking for “jaw dropping” twist and turns. Sadly, this sort of thing the story is
based is ongoing in big cities and even small town America. There is not much more I can write without
ruining the movie for others. The previews of this movie are weak compared to what you will see. They couldn’t show too
much in the previews without giving away the plot of a movie worth going to see. "Broken City" almost deserves our
rating of a “5” for keeping the story length under two hours. Bravo to the editor!

“Zero Dark Thirty” – starring Jessica Chastain, Jason Clarke and Kyle Chandler scores a “3”
Genre: Drama
Audience: Young Adults and Adults
Dialogue: Strong Langue
Violence: Murder and assassinations
Everyone is curious to know exactly what happened with the capture and killing of Osama bin Laden.
Well before you go running off to get the scoop, know this, there was no “capture” of OBL as he is referred
to by the intelligence community. Osama was terminated or “killed” if you believe this story. I think it’s
true. Zero Dark Thirty is not meant to be entertaining; I believe it was meant to be informative, so unless
you have a background in covert intelligence, special operations or criminal investigations you may want to pass on this
movie. However if you are curious about the demise of Osama bin Laden get your ticket in advance, show up for the last
hour of the movie and your curiosity should be filled.
The picture demonstrates that the spirit and persistence of the character Mara (played by Jessica Chastain) is what is
needed to get the job done, even without the techniques of “torture until they break” used by the character Dan (played by
Jason Clarke). Some of these actors you may recall. Jessica Chastain played “Celia Foote” the un-Southerly woman
who broke the rules and openly ate at the table with the housekeeper in the movie “The Help”. There is an actor in this
movie who favors Robin Williams and his name continues to escapes me. He plays one of the Navy Seal team members
that raid the bin Laden. He’s unmistakable to recognize with that description, if you go to watch the movie and figure out
his name let me know.
“Gangster Squad” – starring Josh Brolin, Ryan Gosling, Nick Nolte, Emma Stone & Sean Penn
This movie scores a “3” for the average movie goer and a “5” if you like old time gangster movies!
Genre:
Crime, Drama, Action
Audience:
Young Adults and Adults
Dialogue:
Strong language
Violence:
Murder, rape scene
Nudity:
partial nudity, exotic dance
You may really want to read about the true life of L.A. gangster Mickey Cohen (played by Sean Penn) so
you know the whole story. This flick is the Untouchables meets the Goodfellas and should get an A+ for a
diverse cast portrayal including: women, blacks, Latinos and seniors. No one was left out in the war against crime. Is it
just me or does Josh Brolin favor a young Nick Nolte? The film has a very entertaining plot with a good balance of
amusement. Walking out of the theater, one patron asked us, “How many bullets did you count being shot?” I should
have answered, “It would have been like trying to count sand”. Seriously, if you are in the market of recycling brass, you
would want what hit the ground during the filming of this movie.
If you are into Crime and Action movies, go see Gangster Squad. If you like the old style gangster dramas, you don’t
want to miss this one. And you will find yourself rooting for the good guys.
“Promised Land” – starring Matt Damon gets a “3”
Genre: Drama
Demographics: Adults and Seniors (the theater was filled with a senior audience)
For “Bourne Identity” fans you are going to have to rewire you brain for Damon’s appearance and
performance in ‘Promised Land’, he even gets his bell rang in a bar fight. The movie really has no pace and
ends with an obvious conclusion, short of one twist that is easy to figure out. The number three rating is
due to the subject matter that shines light on what rural America is experiencing and hopefully fellow
citizens will take action to help stop the decay of the nation’s farming industry. I am tired of paying $5 for ten
ounces of mixed lettuce and most of those dollars are not going to local farmers.
“This is 40” starring Paul Rudd & Leslie Mann scores a "4"
Genre:
Comedy with mild violence
Demographics: Young Adult and Adult
Dialogue:
Exaggerated Profanity
“This is 40” is a funny but sad reflection of the direction the American family may be headed. The story is blatantly honest
and may have you take look at your own family predicament. The very talented cast will make you laugh and squirm as
they deal with issues you hope never have. Couples without children may reconsider raising a family after seeing what
the parents in this story dealt with. Again, movie producers are set on making these feature lengths that go over two
hours and the story is only worth an hour and a half your time. About 45 minutes of this movie was wasted on creative
ways to use profanity. Cut out the cussing and you would probably have a movie that you could take your children and
have a useful discussion afterwards. Nevertheless, it is a worthwhile movie to see.

“Guilt Trip” starring Seth Rogen & Barbra Streisand scores a "3"
Genre:
Comedy, Adventure
Demographics: Teen, Young Adult and Adult
Dialogue:
Strong language
The movie story is okay and refreshing. It could have been done without the distasteful profanity rant that Rogen’s
character Andy Brewster directed at his mother Joyce Brewster (played by Streisand). Andy is on a road trip hustling a
product like Clorox’s Green Works, however he’s not brilliant enough to give it a name as simple and that is the root of his
troubles as a salesman. The other problems the pair encounters along the way are self-inflicted.
Bloodiest Movie of the Year goes to – “Django Unchained” starring Jamie Foxx get a “3” on our rating scale.
Genre:
Action, Adventure
Demographics: Young Adult and Adult
Violence:
Bloody mess and Torture scenes
Romance:
Hero gets the girl
Dialogue:
Profanity, Profanity, Profanity (and its not all Samuel L. Jackson). Explicit use of the “N” word
First let me say: Buy your tickets in advance and show up about an hour late and you will still have enough time to see a
pretty entertaining movie without having to sit for three hours. What in the heck was Tarantino thinking about making the
movie so long, or did he run out of money for an editor? I know that I could trim at least 45 minutes off the film and still
maintain the integrity of the movie. All the actors played there roles well, except Leonardo (playing Calvin Candie) lost his
Southern accent for a brief moment. This movie is bloodier than a cheap slasher flick, then that’s typical of Quentin
Tarantino films, in fact at one point, I thought I was going to catch an arm in the background tossing out a bucket of fake
blood when it got gory in the last 30 minutes of the movie. Samuel L. Jackson (playing the house Negro Stephen) is
going to have to live down the sort of “Uncle Tom” image that fell on Morgan Freeman after “Driving Miss Daisy”. Stephen
brings new heights to the term “Sellout”, yet the character does get a chance to reveal Jackson’s humorous style.
Please don’t pursue this movie as a Western, it is not. I really don’t know what genre to consider it (Western, Pre-Civil
War, Slavery…). Oh, and the “N” word is not dead. There was one clip that the word “nigger” was said so many times I
lost count. Perhaps that was to desensitize viewers to the fact that “nigger” would be said in every other sentence
throughout the rest of the movie and used by every cast member except for the women. Hooray Tarantino! (well done).
“Jack Reacher” starring Tom Cruise scores a "3" on our scale
Genre:
Action, Crime, Thriller
Demographics: Teen, Young Adult and Adult
Violence:
Somewhat disturbing sniper scenes
Romance:
Without nudity (except Helen, played by Rosamund Pike, does some pretty provocative cleavage
flashing)
Dialogue:
Very tame for an action-packed crime thriller
The flick is okay and not a waste of time or money, you could wait for it on DVD and not feel left out. There was a creative
and unique use a combat weapon that could possibly considered "Krav Maga" in a humorous way. The story becomes
intriguing after character Jack throws out a few theories for the murders. I think author Lee Child is hoping this will
become a sequel, much like Tyler Perry's "Alex Cross" character. Be fair and don't expect the powder keg action that
Cruise brings with his Ethan Hunt character in Mission Impossible because Jack Reacher is a former Army Homicide
Investigator, not a Super Spy! Cruise is one of the Producers, so he does give you your money's worth. By the way, the
other characters are a "little" dull, though Robert Duvall does add some useful humor with his character "Cash".
Worst movie of the year so far is – “Killing Them Softly” starring Brad Pitt = 0 on our rating scale!
Genre: Drama, Action (or lack of)
Demographics: Young Adult and Adult
Violence and Crass profanity
The slow starting plot never takes off, though Pitt tries to save it with the last 15 minutes of the movie. At some point, I
should have just walked out and saved about 90 minutes of my life realizing that my “glass half full benefit of the doubt”
never had anything in the cup to start with. The best part of the movie was the how the promoters suckered me in to
watching it. The promoters get an A+ for bold faced lying. Stay away from this one and don’t even waste a dollar on it for
rental. Killing Them Softly sucks so bad it will probably be in rental by Christmas to scam a few more before the word
gets around about this rotten tomato. Shame on the rental company that carries it!

“Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn – Part 2” gets our “5” and is it’s a way to become the Best Picture of the Year!
Genre: Drama, Romance and Action/Adventure
Demographics: Teen, Young Adult and Adult
Violence without the gore
Romance without nudity
Dialogue without profanity
I was breaking in a new movie critic to our team (Josie Smith) and her pick to view was the latest in the Twilight saga.
Josie gets an A+ for movie choices. This advanced review from Speak Up is just to help set the tone for her review.
The movie is flawless in satisfying a range of interest. I prefer Action flicks or Crime Dramas and Breaking Dawn – Part 2
delivered with action, suspense and intrigue. As much as the majority of our review team is skittish on “chick flicks”, I am
not ashamed to say I watched this “Twilight” movie which was not a chick flick or movie just for the high school students.
In fact, the action scene at the end was so off the hook because everybody got..., my bad you’re going to have to see this
movie for yourself. Look for our new movie critic, Josie Smith’s, reviews. – Brother Andy
Catch up on a few of our Past Movie Reviews:
Skyfall – 5 of 5
Oh Yeah! Bond nailed this one! A bit long so drink a small soda if you must, so you won’t miss any action for a toilet
break! This will be worth buying the DVD when it hits the market.
Flight – 5 of 5
Hollywood stretched the truth on the airplane stunt. The story roots back to the commercial airline pilot behavior that has
been reported for the past 20 years. However this will open the eyes of regular airline commuters. The movie has the
most surprising ending that is done in true Denzel Washington style.
Lincoln – 5 of 5
If this story hold’s true, President Lincoln was Smart, Funny and Cool. This movie will be running neck-N-neck with Flight
for Oscar nominations. An interesting look into the past views of today’s political parties…. Hummm.
Red Dawn – 2 of 5
Really. This does an injustice to the original.
Frankenweenie – 2 of 5
Embarrassed to say I saw it. I guess you have to be a Tim Burton fan.
Hotel Transylvania – 4 of 5
Funny and cool. Adam Sandler is a genius and it still shows.
Cloud Atlas – 3 of 5
It only gets a three because its three movies in one so it’s a great bargain for your buck. Unfortunately the three tales are
no way connected except a weird tattoo. What was that about? Take a notebook so that you can try to keep up. I saw it
at Alamo Drafthouse Cinema in Winchester, Virginia, so I had an IMAX screen and great sound, but the number of stories
with the same characters was a bit overwhelming. I would not advise watching try this on a small cinema screen or when
it hits DVD because you may get disappointed. The graphics are epic and intended for the really BIG screens.
Wreck-It Ralph – 5 of 5
Great movie and fun for all. The old gamers will like seeing the “old school” type arcades that paved the way.
(You can still catch it at Berkeley Plaza Theatre in Martinsburg, West Virginia as of 12/5/2012)
ParaNorman – 3 of 5
Ok and interesting. Nice for kids age 10 and up. Alright for adults.
Our top four movie theaters in alphabetical order that we do our movie viewing at several movie houses in a Four-State
area:
Alamo Drafthouse Cinema in Winchester, Virginia (Great HUGE screens, great 3D with real 3D glasses; the food and
drink is ordered at your seat and brought to you – though I don’t care for staff running around during a movie.)
Berkeley Plaza Theatres in Martinsburg, West Virginia is my favorite because it’s the “bargain basement” deal of movie
theaters with $5 matinees, $7 regular, $1 popcorn, fountain and bottled soda for $2. We ride motorcycles, weather
permitting to keep cost down.

Johnson IMAX Theatre in the Museum of Natural History in Washington DC. They have a 60 foot by 90 foot screen and
the best 3D in the world! Until Alamo I couldn’t go anywhere else for 3D. Plus I am a card carrying member of the
Smithsonian Institute so I get huge discounts on movies. Their prices are okay for DC and if you are down in the museum
district take the kids in a see a 3D short movie.
Leitersburg Cinemas in Hagerstown, Maryland on the Pennsylvania border, if you catch the matinee you can enjoy the
VIP seats for matinee prices – they also have a Dinner Theater too where you buy the food at the counter, take and eat it
in nice recliners that have trays and no one theater staff running around distracting you during the movie. No booze
though in this movie house, you’ll have to go to Alamo for that.
Read the Speak Up Community News for more movie review and follow us on http://Facebook.com/brotherswhocare for
the latest reviews

